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horrible appetites which he can no longer satisfy now that
he is without a physical body, often tries to gratify his
earthly yearnings and loathsome passions vicariously
through a living proxy—a medium or any sensitive
person—whom he can obsess.   Unfortunately if he
succeeds in doing so, he is enabled to prolong enormously
his dreadful astral life and to renew for perhaps an
indefinite period his power to generate evil karma and
so prepares for himself a future incarnation of the most
degraded character, besides running the risk of losing
a large portion of such mind-power as he may happen
to possess. But if he is fortunate enough not to meet
with a sensitive through whom his passions can be vicari-
ously gratified, the unfulfilled desires will gradually burn
themselves out, and the suffering caused in the process will
probably go far towards working off the evil karma of the
past life.
But it must be remembered that the guilt of suicide
differs considerably according to circumstances, from the
morally blameless act of Seneca or Socrates, or from a
suicide which has been committed from a noble motive and
is an act of love and self-sacrifice, through all degrees
down to the heinous crime of the wretch who takes his
own life in order to escape from the entanglements into
which his villany has involved him; and of course the
condition after death varies accordingly.
Q. If there is no hell, what is the use of so much ter-
rible suffering in the astral world ? How does the system
of purgation help the man ?
Ans. There is no hell, no senseless, useless eternity of
torment for the mere gratification of the cruel malignity of
an irresponsible despot in which orthodox theology asks
its devotees to believe ; but there is a purgatory which is

